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miles is thus accounted for \lso since the main direction
is north east and south \vest between the parallels of 35°
and 48 south latitude the shape and position of the islands
is the controlling factor in determining the \anations of
climate the tvpes of natrve and introduced \egetation that
flourish the consequent animal life of the region and the
nature of the communications It is not too much to sa> that
no better example of the effect of climate on human develop
ment is to be found anywhere in the world and a» we
shall see the features that ha-ve just been sketched are e\er\
where the dominating influence o\er life in the Dominion
The second strong influence is the character of the surface
throughout the islands Extending throughout the -whole
length of the South Island but in general much closer to the
west coast than to the east runs the great system of parallel
folds known as the Southern \lps Fronting the Southern
Ocean as a high rampart dipping steeply to the sea on the
west side the system is drawn out on the eastern side into
many side spurs and ranges that gradually flatten out towards
the extensive plains of Otago and Canterburv The great
glaciers form the chief geographical feature of this true alpine
region Owing to the heavy precipitation and the steep
slopes these glaciers assume majestic proportions in the
neighbourhood of Mount Cook the fine peak rising to o\er
i2 000 feet which was known to the Maoris as \orangi or
Cloud Piercer Of the glaciers the Tasman is the most
notable being nearly 20 miles long and about \\ miles wide
but others such as the Hooker Mueller Fox and Franz
Josef are all over 8 miles in length Owing to the heaw
glaciation in past ages which left great moraines piled up
across the lower ends of many of the deep valleys many
large and extremeh beautiful lakes occur in the southern
area Long narrow and enclosed b\ sheer -walls of rock
they he in the \erv heart of the alpine ranges The chief

